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2016 Dodge Challenger We’re slowly catching up to the three original muscle cars: the Dodge Challenger is also a bad ass, but ours is supercharged, thanks to this dev build. These body kits are a testament to the power of Forza, and with these enhancements, the car not only looks meaner,
but is faster than ever. (Ahem. So we stole these, they’re all registered trademarks of their original automakers.) The Challenger is a muscle car through and through, so we want you to feel like a kid again on top of a killer ride. Since we released Forza Horizon 3, we’ve been blown away by
the passion and dedication of players who have been inspired to transform their Forza Horizon 3 experience with incredible mods. We want you to have a great time exploring the expansive world of Forza Horizon 3, so starting April 7, you’ll be able to download them today . Whether you’re a
hardcore competitor in the Forza Championship, or a passionate long-distance cruiser, we want to know what you want to drive. Forza Horizon 3 is a living, breathing world with hundreds of vehicles at your disposal. And now, with the help of community members in the Forza Community,
we’re extending the world by giving you the tools to design and bring your vision of Horizon to life. 2016 Toyota Corolla GT-S In a nutshell, the GT-S was a wild ride. In early 2016, Toyota and the team at GReddy both shared their desire to put a crazy lightweight (just 2,255 pounds) rear-wheel
drive car on the road. The key was building the car around Toyota’s own rear-wheel drive tech and giving the GT-S the edge thanks to some generous bolt-on parts. And that’s exactly what happened.
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